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As a self-care aficionado, I
truly believe that the
dynamic of health and
wellness is based on joy,
boundless energy &
connectedness.

FROM THE EDITOR
There is more and more confusion about food choices.
We are living in a society of
wealth and abundance, but our
health and balance are declining.
Statistics about weight gain and
body image are confounding: 35%
of Australian women don't like
their bodies. And the issue goes
far beyond aesthetics.
Confusion around food choices
leaves you disempowered. You
want to stop your weight from
going up, your energy from going
down, and your stress resilience
from fading away. But you feel in
doubt about the best step for you
and in dread of things getting
worse as you age.
One of the most difficult things
when starting to implement habits
that serve your energy, weight and
focus the best, is socializing.
Because
a
lot
of
social
interactions and celebrations run
around food. Over many years,
you have been meeting your
group of peers, colleagues, family
members around food and drinks
that no longer serve you.

IAs a French Australian woman, I
have now the privilege to share
my knowledge and experience
about what’s behind the scene of
our struggle with food, health and
wellness.
If you feel in dread or in doubt
about your food choices when
going out, if you feel you are led
by your food cravings more than
by your food freedom, now is the
time to stop.
These 5 simple steps guide you to
make the (food) choices that
serve YOU, without giving up on
the fun of socializing around food.

Valerie

Wellness Facilitator
Qualified nutritionist & yoga teacher

've been there too. Trying to fit in
while I couldn't ignore the
detrimental
effects
of
my
behaviours.
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SOCIALIZE
AROUND FOOD &
STAY HEALTHY
This Ebook is for you to gain
skills and knowledge around
eating out while keeping your
health and wellness goals in
mind.
I'd like first to remind you that
socializing is an important part
of a healthy lifestyle. And that
socializing
often
happens
around food. So it is worth
being prepared and skilled
when going out with friends,
family or colleagues.
So let's make this social,
cultural, connecting experience
the best for YOU, while you
fully enjoy the experience.
This guide gives you tips,
advice and recommendations
for eating healthy when you
are eating out!
Above all, ENJOY!

.
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SOCIALISING & EATING OUT
STEP BY STEP

STEP 1- FEEL IN CONTROL
Do you have the opportunity to choose or
know the venue prior to going?
If you do, I encourage you to have a look at
the menu before you go. You can then pick
and choose the best options for YOU so you
avoid impulse decisions.
If you can, avoid buffet, pizza-based Italian
restaurants or hamburgers places.

Are you hungry, or ravenous when you go?
Your brain is involved and may trick you to
reach quickly absorbed carbohydrates and
high energy food as you feel hungry.
Have a small salad or a few nuts before
going and avoid reaching the venue when
you are ravenous.

TIP 1

Prepare your social event. Avoid
impulsive decisions

Check the Vitality-After-40 System here
Find me on Fb and Instagram: @bewellvitality
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SOCIALISING & EATING OUT
STEP BY STEP

STEP 2- THINK DRINKS
Often we set a lot of concern and
consideration around what we are eating.
However, the beers, wines, cocktails,
coffees with milk, soft drinks, fruit juices,
and alike, contribute a large number of
empty calories in your day, due to their
sugar and alcohol content.
Did you know that 10g of alcohol in a
standard drink provides an extra 29à kJ (70
calories)?
Combined with the sugar content of most
alcoholic beverages, it's easy to exceed
your energy requirements.
Beyond the energy, when you start to feel
"tipsy", you no longer listen to your hunger
cues and are more likely to overeat high
caloric foods like chips and nuts and to
indulge in sweet desserts.

TIP 2
Decide prior to going out on your
upper limit for alcoholic
beverages on that night.
Prioritize water over any other
beverage and alternate water and
alcohol.
Check the Vitality-After-40 System here
Find me on Fb and Instagram: @bewellvitality
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SOCIALISING & EATING OUT
STEP BY STEP

STEP 3- OPTIONS FOR
DIFFERENT OCCASIONS
Going out for breakfast
Pick the big brekkie meal and order without
the bread: it often comes with eggs and
vegetables. For a savoury option, opt for
muesli and fruits.
Watch out for smoothies. Drinking food can
make it easy to overconsume. Consider
them as a small meal of themselves. Avoid
fruit juices, and choose smoothies based on
vegetables with water instead of milk.
Going out for lunch
Focus on big salads with the dressing on
the side. Sometimes it is worth ordering
some side dishes only.
Check you get some form of legumes, meat,
fish or eggs in your salad, so you don't get
hungry in the afternoon.

TIP 3
Focus on vegetables and watch
out for portions, dressings and
added bread.

Check the Vitality-After-40 System here
Find me on Fb and Instagram: @bewellvitality
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SOCIALISING & EATING OUT
STEP BY STEP

STEP 3- OPTIONS FOR
DIFFERENT OCCASIONS
Going out for dinner
Look at the menu online before going and
make up your mind about the best option.
You will avoid making a choice while "tipsy"
or when feeling hungry.
Meat/fish/chicken and veggies are safe
options. Ask for any sauce on the side.
Choose entree size instead of main if
appropriate.

Going out for a party
Opt for a protein snack such as a chicken
drumstick instead of a starchy pie.
Reach for the crudities with avocado or
hummus dips instead of breadsticks.
Ensure you are not hungry or ravenous
when going and focus on socialising, not
food!

TIP 4
Avoid choosing food on the go.
And focus on options that serve
you best.
Check the Vitality-After-40 System here
Find me on Fb and Instagram: @bewellvitality
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SOCIALISING & EATING OUT
STEP BY STEP

STEP 4- ADOPT MINDFULNESS
As you enjoy socialising, keep an eye on
your eating behaviour.
Put your fork down between each bite
As you slow down, you will enjoy every
mouthful and honour the cooking done for
you.
Sip water
This will help you to feel full and prevent
overeating.
You will also stay hydrated to keep your
brain sharp and compensate for high salt
dishes served in takeaway and restaurants.

TIP 5
Pay attention to the food as you
savour the moment. Practice
mindful eating at home to stay
fully present to your eating
experience when you go out.
Check the Vitality-After-40 System here
Find me on Fb and Instagram: @bewellvitality
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SOCIALISING & EATING OUT
STEP BY STEP

STEP 4- ADOPT MINDFULNESS
Side dishes & entrée size are fine
You may feel embarrassed to order only
entrées and/or sides. Don't be. Portions are
bigger and bigger and don't suit most of us.
We then end up overly full.
Every occasion is "special"
Never feel pressured to eat something
because "it's a special occasion". There is
always a "special" occasion and this excuse
may lead you to be back at old habits.
You don't have to finish it!
You don’t actually have to eat everything
that is served to you. It’s a big mental
barrier to overcome, as we don’t want to
waste and we do want to get value for
money.
But the truth is, you don’t choose the
portions given to you. You can ask for a
doggy bag and bring it home for a future
meal.

Check the Vitality-After-40 System here
Find me on Fb and Instagram: @bewellvitality
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SOCIALIZE
AROUND FOOD &
STAY HEALTHY
Eating out is often more than
just finding good food to eat. It
is a social, and cultural
experience,
centred
on
connecting with family, friends
or colleagues. It is also a way
to celebrate.
Balance is key,
Awareness is paramount!
I do believe in balance and
moderation. Raised according
to the Mediterranean Diet
principles, I know first hand to
enjoy food and socially engage
while eating and ageing well.
If like me, you love to visit
restaurants
and
cafes,
I
encourage you to find the right
balance for yourself.
And I hope this Ebook will
contribute to making your
choices better fitted to YOUR
goals.
Above all, ENJOY!
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WHAT'S NEXT?
Congratulation for making the
time to read this booklet!
More often than not, you won’t
notice

you

perpetuate

your

habits and are driven by your
cravings. So, don't let your life
takes over YOUR priority!
Come back to this E-book often
and reflect how you can make
your social life compatible with
your

long-term

health

and

wellness.
If you are eager for more, or
stuck in doubt and dread, check
my Vitality-After-40 system.
This system will give you the
support and accountability you
need to find food freedom and
the body you love.
You can also meet me on Fb or
Instagram: @bewellvitality.
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As a self-care aficionado, I truly believe that the dynamic of health and wellness is
based on joy, boundless energy & connectedness.

I'm Valerie Perret, Wellness Facilitator for women over 40. I help
you find the body and life you love as we explore the power of
Food, Fast & Mindfulness together. So you say goodbye to bloating,
fatigue, pain, and weight gain.
As a qualified Nutritionist (BHSc), Massage Therapist, and Yoga
Teacher, I love lifting modality boundaries to offer the holistic and
individualized support and resources you need.
I consult both in English and French. In addition to my local practice
in West-End, Brisbane, Queensland, I support women all around the
world online.
Yours in health & wellness.

Valerie
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